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ABSTRACT
Various methods have been used up to now in older to simulate the effects of 
inhomogeneous electric fields on the modulation spectra of semiconductors. Some methods 
involve partitioning a layer with a continuously varying field into a series of discrete steps. We 
show that in the case of a wide space-charge region, solving the resulting set of reflectance 
equations directly can give misleading results under some conditions because of subtle numerical 
problems. However, a WKB approach exists that avoids these problems and can be used for 
GaAs under essentially all conditions. Our simulations lend support to an excitonic mechanism 
for spectral ’’rotation" in photoreflectance of GaAs even at room temperature.
INTRODUCTION
Electroreflectance (ER) and photoreflectance (PR) are important tools for detemiining the 
energies of critical points within semiconducting media because of the relative insensitivity of 
the analysis to effects resulting from excitons. field inhomogeneities, and other complications 111 
The spectral lineshupe may be analyzed to detennine internal electric fields |2-6 | and carrier 
concentrations |5,7 |. Gas adsotption has been probed as welt |8,9|. Excitonic effects have also 
been examined |IO-lbJ and have been invoked [13,!5| to explain lineshape "rotation" observed 
in tlte modulation spectra of some bulk semiconductors. Lineshape rotation refers to tlte apparent 
inversion of a spectrum as the imposed surface potential V, increases. This pltenomenon has 
been observed in InP [II], CdS |I2 ,I3 |, and GaAs |8,9,l4-if>|. Optical interference is believed 
to take place between reflection from the surface, where excitons are quenched by the electric 
field, and from the edge of the space charge region (SCR), where excitons do contribute to the 
optical response. Since the width ol Hv St'R depends «»n V , ihe linediapt should rotate as V 
increases |I7 |. However, tomn t* l*T UM ;md t'P |oj data h*t *»a\’: at the
fundamental hand edge (E„ transiti««n» * aa some doubt <m thi»; explanation because discrete 
excitons appear to be quenched at this tempeiatuie |l«'d lainherimue, the election-hole
interaction is expected to be strongly screened [ 19] at the carrier concentrations (4.5 x 10** cm 1) 
used in Ref. (16).
Kiselev (10) has developed an alternative explanation based on simulations in which the SCR 
was divided into a series of thin, uniform layers. Each layer had a dielectric constant e given 
by uniform-field expressions (20] for the effect of an electric field % on t. Maxwell boundary 
conditions for every layer were then applied in order to determine the reflectance change AR/R 
as a function of photon energy E. Simulated ER spectra for GaAs showed reasonable agreement 
with the behavior reported in Ref. |16|. Kiselev proposed thut the bulk GaAs contuins an "extra 
oscillator” due to density-of-states effects and not to excitons. The present work will show that 
such a model niy be capable of predicting the observed rotation in ER but cannot explain recent 
data obtained with PR |8,9). Furthermore, we will point out important but subtle practical 
difficulties in implementing the laminar approach for simulating modulation spectra, instead, we 
show that simulations based on a previously developed WKB approach con be generated more 
reliably under essentially all conditions. This general applicability contrasts with the usual case 
in which WKB-based methods are restricted to slowly-varying perturbations.
SIMULATION OF MODULATION SPECTRA
Spectra of AR/R *  (R($)-R(0))/Rf0) at nonnal incidence and room temperature were
sbnulated in two ways which in principle should yield identical results, t >ne method followed 
the integral approach of A spuri :»»vl | ' l |  ^hi«h m : ;» W l.ll ;in;dv:i-: In nht:iin the
expression:
i
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Here, x* is tlte width of the SCR, 1 .  is the unperturbed propagation constant of the
v
substrate, and ft, *  n, + ik# is the complex refractive index at frequency to. The reflectance is 
computed using K, - as the effective propagation constant according to
R ♦ ' |J 
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Our second simulation method followed the laminar solution of Abelfcs 122) in which the 
SCR is divided into numerous thin homogeneous films. Maxwell boundary conditions are 
incorporated through propagation matrices M, representing the optical properties of each layer. 
The total optical response is computed from the product M of these matrices according to:
R -  <31
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This method is similar to that of Kiselev 110), although it is not clear whether Kiselev employed 
propagation matrices explicitly.
In both of our methods, the same unifnnn-field expressions 1211 were used to evaluate nS j 
The explicit expression is:
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Here, xd is the width of the SCR. K
"  1
* is the unperturbed propagation constant of the
V
substrate, ami ft, = n, + Ik, Is the complex refractive index at frequency (*). Tire reflectance is 
computed using K, - as the effective propagation constant according to
H -  ^ ***** \ (2)
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Our second simulation method followed the laminar solution of Abelfcs 1221 in which the 
SCR is divided into numerous thin homogeneous films. Maxwell boundary conditions are 
incorporated through propagation matrices M, representing the optical properties of each layer. 
The total optical response is computed from the product M of these matrices according to:
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This tnethod is similar to that of Kiselev f I0 |, although it is not clear whether Kiselev employed 
propagation matrices explicitly.
In both of our methods, the same uniform-field expressions |211 were used to ♦ vnlunte n o  
The explicit expression is:
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Lorentzion broadening could be included through the broadening parameter P  The functions 
Ai(z) and Bi(z) are called Airy functions and are orthogonal solutions to the equation w"=zw 
Our algorithms for the Airy functions in Eq. (5) employed asymptotic expressions |23 | for 
arguments Izl > 5.5, while the defining series valid for all z (23) were used otherwise. The 
Wronskian relation Ai(z) Bi'(z) - Ai'(z) Bi(z) = \fn was satisfied within I part in Iff for all 
values of z used in this study. Variables having at least 15 significant digits were required to
obtain this accuracy, particularly when die Aitv function aieunu'iits had a substantial imaginary
component. Figure la shows the irlativ** m m  of Ibr Wtoivikian ovet thr domain of interest. 
Figure lb shows the relative acenta< , of the » omputafion of the Wronskian Ihr FORTRAN
programs used to compute the speit»a an* ptesented in Appendix A The original versions ol 
these programs were written by F.. O Neebauer. but most of the airy algorithms were rewritten 
using numerically improved expressions. Errors remain in the revised algorithms for Bi(z) and
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Bi'(z) when it/3 > arg(z) > -Jt/3 and Izl is large; however, because this region of the domain is 
of little interest for this calculation, the original algorithms were deemed adequate. To further 
refute this program, the two faulty functions should be corrected, ull the functions should he 
combined in a single subroutine to reduce redundancy of calculations.
The SCR was assumed to follow Schottky behavior; we set the interband reduced mass p « 
0.067 m, |24 | and the component B -  2.6 x 10" svV? |I0 |. We employed experimental values 
of the unperturbed optical properties i\ and ft, near l.4eV f!5 | in our simulations, us well as a 
constant value ft, = 3.644 + 0, (3.644 is the refractive index at 1.424eV). While this substitution 
had a fairly small effect on uniform-field simulations (since k, «* 0 at the energies of interest), 
large differences arose in the nonnniform-field simulations as described below. We used a static 
dielectric constant of 12.58 |26| in all cases for computing the width of the SCR.
RESULTS
General Characteristics of the Simulations
In the integral approach, Eq. (I) was evaluated by a Romberg integration rule |27|. We 
calculated a series of Romberg approximations by interval halving and using the appropriate 
recursion formulas until the relative results changed by less than 104. Typicully, a partition 
containing between 640 and 5120 laminations was required; more layers were needed for wide 
SCR’s. We tested our integration routine tor Eq. < I > bv tin* following independent method. In 
the limit of narrow SCR such that *. it • an h< :bn < n | M | that.
O'
<Ar> -  i f  \ t J/A V  -  .h K  I < / \ \ m \ ♦ (#)
6
Modulation spectra can be computed using __  • u<Ae,> « p<Ac,> where u  and p are the
H
Seraphin coefficients. This limit was verified for several values of I" by varying the carrier 
concentration INn - NAI and V, so that remained constant (thus maintaining constant An. 
Although the physical basis for the WKB approximation breaks down for x4, 0, the two integral
methods must yield the same result mathematically. For xd < 0.01 0, our simulations using Hqs. 
(I) and (8) were identical within I part in 10*. We also verified that the Romberg simulations 
approached uniform-field modulation spectra in the limit of large SCR (£ 20p). Typical results 
are shown in Figure 2a for a simulation of 5120 layers. The simulation using experimental 
values of ft, was identical with the uniform field results. The simulation using ft = 5.044 + 0, 
exhibit essentially the same overall shape, but an irregular fine structure is superimposed. This 
fine structure disappeared upon increa ng the number of layers to greater than 20,000.
Simulations with the laminar method required a minimum of 100 - 200 layers in order to 
yield spectra whose shape was essentially independent of the number of layers. For wide SCR’s 
O lp ) , up to 5000 layers were required. We note that in Ref. 110| a maximum of only 49 layers 
was used, so that the simulated spectra are probably correct only qualitatively.
The lumimu and integral methods gave similar results for narrow SCR*s (<*0.Ip) and tor non­
zero values of T (> 2meV). In fact, the laminat method matched the integral method to within 
I part in It)1 for x,, £ 0 .0 lp . This iraih  mav seem ntpiiani’ hut the mathematical m m etgenre 
of the two methods in this sittiaonn m.»\ I** :«•*•»» a hi the laminar method, each
lamination of thickness d, is repo-smi. *1 In a matriv Mt the form |2.*|
7
Energy (eV)
Fig. 2. a. Modulation spectra computed for V, = 10V, INn - NAI « V476 x I0M cm ’ (so that 
x„ * 20p and = 1000 V/cmh mid V * 0. The top spectrum with experimental 
values of ft, is identical with uniform field results The bottom two spectru use 
ft, = 3.M4 4- Oi All spectra use 5120 layers
b. Relative difference between the first two iterations in the Romberg sequence for 
the middle spectrum in (a). Note the oscillations for F :• E# that nearly 
correspond to those in the laminar simulation in (a),
cosKd -LsintfW' ' n i ii
ifipitiKd. cosKdf
(9)
We set ft, » ft# + Aft,, with ft, being the unperturbed refractive index such that Aft, «  ft,. In the 




IK'dun, » 2 Art.) I
(10)
in the case of reflection from a single layer between the unperturbed substrate and ambient, 
combining Eqs. (10) and (3) ami comparing the result with Eq. (2) shows that the effective 
propagation constant of the surface becomes (to first order in d,) K, + 2iK,d(AK|, where
AK. -  — l !!!.. To provide a connection between the laminar and integral methods, we may thus
identify f  with - 2iKld£K J.
In the case of a region of width xd containing ni such laminations, so that x* & md,. matrices 
of the form of Eq. (10) are multiplied together to yield a matrix (to first order in x,,):
K \ ,
I / .........
M - ’> " »
\ l.»i i ' \/j ■ I
0
Here, Aft,, a  (Aft, 4* Aft* + ... + Aft,„)/m is the average value of the refractive index perturbation. 
Comparing this result with Eq. (10). we see that the SCR behaves like a single uniform layer 
with a refractive index change Aft„v. Hence, by analogy with a single layer, we may connect the
2c t
integral and laminar methods using 0' = -2i K^AK,,, and the relation |2I | <Af> -
n
Since Ac » 2ft,Aft, we find that <Ar> * 2iK,xdAcBV. Thus, Ac,v which is computet! using the 
laminar method must be the same as Ac computed using the integral method in Eq. (K).
In contrast to the similar results obtained with the two methods under the conditions 
described above, unexpected effects arose in our laminar simulations with large SCR O lp ). The 
simulations became numerically unstable in this regime, yielding nonsensical results (e g.. R > !). 
We found that because the experimental values of ft, we used had non-vanishing imaginary part 
k„. the elements of the propagation matrix M contain terms that varied as sinh(k,d{) and cnsh(k,d,).
A&
These elements therefore became very large. Since the final calculation o f ___according to Eq.
(3) required taking differences between these elements, the computation was ill-conditioned. 
Setting k,*0 removed this problem, although this approach is not very satisfactory for exact 
simulations. We note that the integral approach handles non-vanishing values of k, quite easily.
The integrand in Eq. (I) approach!-: as a •' the St ’P h fim nr: wider
A second unexpected effect " a that with I -*0. thr *:prrtia did not appmuch the expected
10
uniform-field limit with large SCR. Instead, with F-*0 they displayed large amplitude, high- 
frequency oscillations superimposed on the unifonn field result for E>Ep. The spectral region 
at E<Ep was essentially unaffected. If the refractive index n, was set to some constant value at
all E, this structure had a single frequency that was roughly proportional to 4,
1/2
The
amplitude of this structure varied roughly as
/
An example is shown in Figure 2a. lire
shape of this structure depended weakly on the number of layers used in the simulation (between 
200 and 5000 laminations). Kiselev observed irregular high-frequency structure in his 
simulations 110], although it is unclear whether it had the same origin because we did not observe 
this structure under the conditions of electric Field and carrier concentration that he used.
Comparison with Published Results for GaAs
We performed simulations of ER spectra using both methods to compare with the results of 
Kiselev |!0 |.  We found that the integrul and laminar approaches gave qualitatively similar 
results, although there were quantitative differences in the simulations due to the effects described 
above. We consider the integral method to be more reliable for reasons discussed in the 
following section. Our results with fbc* integral method also agteed qualitatively with those ot
Kiselev in that A R_ oscillate** hrtu . n | 'm iti md *»***• ofi' • ' ;iln»' : I Ini . tin- drn it\ nf .tales’
model may indeed account for the olKnvrd « ttnl rotation in ER |lb |
However, this model cannot account for the rotation observed with FR in semi-insulating 
GnAs |8,9J. In semi-insulating GaAs the low-field condition occurs in the dark becuuse the SCR 
is extremely wide. In fact, the surface electric field is near zero. Laser illumination increases 
the effective cat tier concentration by several orders of magnitude, which collapses the SCR 
greutly. Tints, although V, is reduced somewhat by the generated charge, the surface electric 
field actually increases. The important point is that the laser modulates the electric field from
near zero, so that in semi insulating GaAs, PR measures —  -
* R R{ 0)
The density-of-states mechanism cannot explain the spectral rotation observed with this kind 
of PR. Eq, ( I ) may be recast in a different form 1211 to show why this is so:
<Ac> -  2iK% f  dxe 2'** A m ) (12)
Since a  »  p in GaAs near Ef, to a good approximation we need consider only the real part of 
Eq. (12) to deduce the behavior of AR/R:
—
R
«<Aet> -  Rv 2 » Kt * L  f i l l !
(i)2 2t»|i
(G » iF)' (13)
with
n » ( 14 >
In order for spectral rotation to occur, <Ae,> must change sign as V, (and hence and xd) 
increases. At E=Ef, <Ae,> takes a simpler form since <7(0) „ /3 F (0 ) :







Fi0)(l i i f t )  J  dxt
Y'1
, 2'*, I * (15)
We have evaluated this expression numerically by Romberg integration as a function of xd 
for IN,, • NAI s  | x 1014 cm \  which is the approximate carrier concentration excited by a 
25mW/cm2 laser in Refs. f8,9|. In this calculation, varying xd is equivalent to varying V, and 
hence Experimental values of K, were used, and V * 0. Note that INfJ - NAI acts only to 
scale in this calculation; the qualitative results are independent of carrier concentration. 
These results, plotted in Figure 3, show that only one zero crossing is possible for <Ar,> at xd 
a  0.03p; the multiple zero crossings characteristic of spectral rotation are not observed. 
Furthennore, the zero crossing at xd = 0.03p and IN,, - NAI = I x 10Mcm ' would require V, = 6.5 
x l()5V and « 43 V/cm. Since (laAs has a typical bond (lending of 10 *V, and since a PR 
signal would be unobservably small at ^  a  43 V/cm, the single rotation observed in Refs. |8,9 | 
cannot be explained by this mechanism. Incidentally, <Ae2> has no zero crossings at all, so thut 
the approximation AR/R * «<Ae,:> is not strictly necessary. We conclude that the excitonic
mechanism is the most likely explanation for spectral rotation in PR.
( 'onif1 m\ , »•/ ''tnnthifi f \ f, i hi
In onler to evaluate thr ran;-' *«t fit- W I M  apponcimatiott that tiMi|r,|1*10 : fit*
integral method, we must detenu in*- v h*-lh*M [ |:x |.  whete / - V hav»





as a fund ion ol x(1 computed according tn I\<j 1 |^) at l; ^ H - i .4240. 
Since AR/R -  <Art >, a PR spectrum in semi insulating (iaAs may 'invert only 
once; multiple rotations are impossible by the densitv-of states mechanism 
burthermore inversion is at an unrealistically small value of x
calculated de/dx from Eqs. (4) and (14):
T\
where /  ♦ ig -  2k (c K,/x Ai'(z) Ai’izc 2n,fX) ze 2n,n AUz) Aiize lntfX)\
We me concerned here with H > Hr (y„ < 0) where f  is oscillatory niul ilr/dx is greatest, 




f*ig -  ( r >l/’ sin(.l( :)V2) ♦ / cos(d( : ) v*) 
3 3
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increases without limit near the edge of the SCR, and in principle the integral
method must fail in all simulations that include this region. However, this apparent difficulty is 
actually a problem neither physically nor mathematically. Physically, the effect of electric field 
on e results from the acceleration of charge carriers over a coherence length of |{MX)A or more 
before scattering. PR spectra of thin films of Si have been observed to change dramatically at 
thicknesses of less than lOOOA |2 ° | *>ne effect of this coherence lenuth is n> smeui out the
spatial structure in Ac: no rapid ^ino "id.il v m u m H m o  * v , . ; , Mathemutti-allv. 
the rapidly varying dielectric • *»n «:*"■ »*■-a* »h* , .!;•* tl»« V  i> qm u  
amplitude of Ac is much small*■* »»» ilii: i**»i than at the surface anil
t l v  « ♦ u i t t ib i i t in n  n f  
a n a l !  !*• « ; n » t h e  
h e* n o s e  th e  t a p i t l
sinusoidal variation of Ac averages to zero when the integral in Eq. (1) is computet). Only the 
oscillations in Ac near the surface contribute measurably to the reflectance, especially when k, 
is non-zero so that reflections from deep within the SCR arc attenuated. When k, is set to zero, 
contributions to the integral in Eq. ( I ) arise from deeper in the SCR. These contributions account 
for the slight choppiness of the spectrum in Figure 2a simulated with k, » 0. This fine structure 
may be removed by increasing the number of layers.
Eq. (If») may be used to obtain a rough condition for the validity of the integral method. 
Since most of the contribution to the integral comes from near the surface, we set ^ anil
compute the real part of _  at E = Hf, where Ac is typically near its maximum value and 
g = 0.365. In terms of V, and !Nh NAI,
with !Nd - NaI in cm'1 and V, in volts. If as a condition for using the integral method we require 
that £  £ 0 .1 *  - 5 . 6  x 10* m 1 and insert a typical band bending of V, -  0.5V, we Find that
the integral method is valid below IN„ - NAI « 2.5 x I01* cm \ The dependence of this limit on 
V, is quite weak.
SCR is only 0 .01 bp wide. po \ »mii Iv, to ihi trjiime tlv t«* o t l i o l  flu- ml* TO id
method typically match quite clo.rlv •!%»»■** the laminar method, which ^tiffeis no festriction
( 20)
lb
in principle. Thus, for all but the most exact simulations the integral method may be applied 
under essentially all conditions in GaAs.
The integral method encounters its greatest difficulty for wide SCR’s and small values of f \ 
In this case, the exponential factor e 2,K* in Eq. ( I ) contributes a large number of oscillations to 
the integrand that must average to near zero. Furthermore, the expressions for Ac at E>Ef and 
P = 0 contain a large number of oscillations through zero os the calculation proceeds through the 
SCR. The expressions have the most relative error near zero crossings, so that the integral 
calculation is less accurate. This difficulty becomes more pronounced as E Incomes substantially 
larger than Er  and zero crossings become more frequent. Our simulations confirm this behavior 
as shown in Figure 2b. This plot shows the relative improvement in the integration between the 
first two iterations in the Romberg sequence. Subsequent iterations show qualitatively similar 
behavior. Note that the relative error is nearly constant for E < Er  As T increases from zero, 
a larger and larger fraction of the oscillations in Ac are damped to zero, improving the accurucy 
of the calculation.
Surprisingly, Figure 2b shows that the relative error in the Romberg sequence is periodic for 
E>Ep when n, is constant. Furthennore, the period of oscillation is similar to that of the 
oscillations in the modulation spectra generated by the laminar approuch. This correspondence 
held for all values of and xd that we investigated. This correspondence in structure between 
two calculation methods that are entirely different lead-; ie; t«* conclude that the spin ions 
oscillator)* structure generated bv tb> lamina? appovn h i* nh imm a at wn.-dtivitv in the 
calculation to errors in the t\\pn,,- i Mn im \» n*-ai .*• n* n  - anjjw
That the laminar calculation -dnmld l»r mnrh nvor ■:rn -itivr to th^se errors than the integtal
17
approach is not surprising. The Romberg calculation presupposes that the function to be 
integrated is continuous, and the contribution to the integral from any particular point in space 
actually contains contributions from several other points in the immediate vicinity. Thus, zero 
crossing in Ae can be approximated fairly accurately. Our implementation of the Romlierg 
algorithm was an h,0-process, meaning that the result improved as the tenth power of the 
lamination width. On the other hand, in the laminar approach each propagation matrix M, is 
computed independently of the others. This roughly corresponds to performing an integral of the 
fomi of Eq. (I) by a centered-rectnngular approach, which is only an h2-process. Thus, the 
number of laminations required for a given accuracy is likely to be orders of magnitude larger 
for the laminar approach than tor the Romberg integral approach. Unfortunately, the 
computational effort required for calculation of the Airy functions prevented u direct verification 
of this explanation.
CONCLUSION
We have shown that a WKB approach may be used to simulate the effects of electric field 
inhomogeneity on electroreflectance and photoreflectance spectra of OaAs under essentially gfl 
conditions of surface potential ami carrier concentration. Normally, WKB-based methods are 
limited to slowly'-varying perturbations. However, a fortuitous confluence of the mathematical 
form of the WKB approach and the physical properties of UaAs make this method genetallv 
applicable. This approach, which n»mw ii« ;*l ini»*rt hmmc » t:>* ;np*nni < oinpMt;(ti«'nalls
to the conceptually simpler tamiicii ippnsi* h that is .*•: used fm :m» h ‘Emulation-c. The
laminar method becomes nune-ti* ;*llv ill »nnditinnrd wide space cluing** regions it
18
experimental (non-zero) values of the imaginary refractive index k are employed. The problem 
is worst for small values of the Lorentzian broadening parameter. Furthermore, this method 
converges far more slowly than the integral method and is more susceptible to small errors in the 
calculation of the field-dependent dielectric constant. Our results lend additional support to an 
excitonic mechanism for spectral rotation in photoreflectance even at room temperature.
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Spatial Resolution of Second Harmonic Light.
ABSTRACT
Hie various methods employed np to now to estimate surface diffusivity have generally Keen 
system-specific -  often limited to durable refractory metals. Preliminary results have been 
obtained using a new technique based on spatial resolution of second harmonic light. Such a 
technique is well suited to analysis of delicate solids such as semiconductors, ye? is applicable 
to a wide variety of systems. This technique requires an electronic data acquisition system and 
processing algorithm capable of counting discrete photons resolved spatially on a scale of 10 
microns and accumulating such data indefinitely for upwards of one thousand laser bursts. Such 
a system is readily achievable using present-day technology.
INTRODUCTION
Surface diffusion plays an important role in many processes including thin film growth, 
catalysis, and sintering. It is also significant to the study of surface bonding. Even so. accurate 
measurement of diffusion on semiconductor surfaces has presented a challenge as yet unmet by 
known analytical techniques. The methods used presently are either imprecise or ate restricted 
to measurement of average rates. Because of its potential for high resolution while subjecting 
samples to mininiul stress, the use of second harmonic generation (SHO) to measure 
concentration profiles on surfaces promises to provide detailed information on temperature and 
concentration dependent diffusion processes for a variety of adsorbate-substrate systems. To 
accomplish this goal, precise spatial resolution of individual photons must be achieved on a 
micron length-scule.
it if;t »P \
A SIlUlll pet ventage of light t* d- i *»*•- ln»n» »n int< H k " ill in In r  JM * n< \ !»*•« ;hi
of non-linear interaction at the :muIm< < \ln ».iti»»n »!>* - "mpn:itinn ni ih- nit »■ «■ will * hanj*«- 
tile efficiency of the SHf* pon !l»n ;nif;t# > <»n, . nii;ili»»Mi; may h«* < hata<'t'*t i,*fd b\ the
intensity of second-harmonic light generated as a sample is irradiated with a laser. Figure I 
shows the affect of uniform doses of antimonv on germanium as recorded by a photodiode array 
111. By resolving the second harmonic light spatially, concentration profiles across surfaces cun 
be measured. Use may then be made of the Boltzmann-Mutano analysis |2 |, which proceeds as 





Initial conditions for this experiment are
c -  at t -  0 for v > 0
r » i f of t - 0 for x < 0
and in the asymptotic limit
r — OS X for t > 0
c -»<i as x —> »  for t > 0
Applying a similarity variable
v
}) -  ---------
gives







































Calibration ol the SI I t » intensity to oM iven lia tiu ii. 
Sb on Get 111). K M  nin incident liuh l.
Integrating this gives
Thus, the concentration dependent diffusivity may he calculated from a single concentration 
profile at a known time. The integrity of the data may be determined from the mass balance
By measuring spatially resolved SMO profiles at different times and temperatures, both 
tcm|>eiature attd concentration dependence of surface diffusivity may be obtained.
Because the yield of second harmonic photons is very small, the method employed is to 
apply the adsorbate while the sample is cold (room temperature). After the resulting SHO profile 
is recorded, the sample is heated to a temperature around 400°C for a period of time on tlie order 
of an hour. After the adsorbate is allowed to diffuse, the sample is returned to room temperature 
to halt the process, and tlie new profile is measured. Measurement of SHG profiles is 
accomplished by irradiating the sample with a pulsed infrared laser. The reflected light is 
focused onto a gated array ol 70b double intrivafinl ; The ;ign;il t»<»m tie di*»dr; i . ieud 





A diagram of the data acquisition system appears in Figure 2. The data acquisition 
equipment and accompanying software purchased for this experiment were originally intended 
for real-tune spectroscopic characterization of kinetic systems. The hardware consists of a linear 
array of 700 doubly intensified photodiodes connected via a custom controller to a 20 MHz 
DELL computer. Data is transferred to the computer at real-time speed using direct memory 
access. The software was written in C and assembly language with limited, and sometimes, 
incorrect comments. The accompanying manual, as well, is limited in scope and precision. 
Vising the existing software results in excessive memory depletion and unacceptable signal-to- 
noise ratios.
At the time of this writing the intensifier is defective so that the diodes accumulate 
unacceptable levels of noise while the intensifier is turned off. Figure 3 shows the build-up of 
noise on the intensified diodes over time. As a temporary solution, a timing circuit was 
constmcted to trigger the data acquisition system 33 ms before the laser fires as well as 
coincidentally with the burst. The result is that tlte accumulated noise is erased from the array 
just in time for the result of the laser burst to be recorded. Another result is that every other data 
record recorded by the computer is useless.
A schematic of the timing circuit is shown in Figure 4. along with a timing diagram The
purpose of the circuit is to initiate a sran of the diode ar»u\ t \ ms Ivdote the la t pulse arrives
in order to clean noise from the d »»»*!♦ I li* ' it« if if  i d» ■»;,urd t*» *»p*'t:il* in  I n n  im»d#*' In the
first nw.nle. the clean-pulse is gen*-i;»o *« * m ; ;»hi i tli* Io 11/ la>ct 'cvni;ht«»ni/ali*»n pul This
pulse is multiplexed with the normal mad pulse genetated hv the Princeton Instruments
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equipment, lltc  result is to double the scan frequency. In the second mode, the circuit oscillates 
at 30 Hz independently of the laser. The normal read-pulse is fed to the oscillator as a 
synchronization signal. Tills second mode results in two evenly spaced dean-pulses between 
each read-pulse. In either mode, data is read into the computer during the dean cycle as well 
as the read cycle. At the present time, distimtion between the different cycles must be made by 
a human operator. The 30 Hz mode is intended to allow the real-time software filter to 
effectively reject the dean-scans while processing the useful data; however, the software is not 
complete.
D M  A PROCESSING
At present, the raw data is stored in binary format and afterward is expanded into an ASCII 
file for post-processing. This procedure requires about forty-five minutes of post-processing to 
reduce a maximum of roughly 1000 useable exposures. A new program is in progress that will 
directly process the binary data. Such a program will reduce processing time by a factor of two 
and increase the data handling capacity five-fold.
Eventually, the real-time software must he modified or replaced so as to allow real-time 
reduction of the raw data. Real-time processing will remove the limit on the volume of data 
acquired for a single profile. The final program must scan the diode arrav after each laser pulse 
and subtract an average background value from each leadinr I* must th**n filtci the data and add
each consecutive scan.
'The fillet algorithm outlined m t »• «»*♦ 
individual photons and background !»«•» :< It
* 11:i | i . n  «!*‘ \ ♦ • l o p r d  i** »!»•.* t i n n n a t r  lw t \v «  m  
h a  K * e n  i m p l e m e n t e d  in  E U R ' T R A N  l o r  p o s t
F i g u r e  5 I t e r  A l g o r i t h m
processing. The code appears in Appendix B. This same algorithm may also he effective for 
clean-scan rejection during real-time operation, hut the software is still under development. The 
algoritlun functions under the following conditions; First, the quantum nature of light must he 
considered The goal of the algorithm is to discern individual photons arriving at individual 
pixels. Because of the nature of the intensifier. the signal from each photon bleeds into nearby 
pixels. Since each captured photon produces a cascade of electrons emerging from tire 
intensifier, the obvious criterion for counting the number of photons in any peak is the integral 
of the signal over the affected pixels. The magnitude of this value should always he an integral 
multiple of the value corresponding to one photon. Analysis of actual data produced a value of 
100 pixel-counts per photon. The signal from a single photon appears to he spread over seven 
pixels, so watching for a net change in the integrated signal of 100 pixel-counts or more ovet a 
seven pixel interval should reveal the number of photons captured over that range. The precise 
location of the incident photon is indicated by a peak in the signal. These two pieces of 
infonnation must be combined to obtain the desired profile. The formulation of this is as 
follows, where c, is the recorder) signal at pixel j, and p, i? the filtered result:
al * C, + c2 + . . . + C, 
d| « (aH, - aH) / 100 
if C| is a local maximum, then p. -  «t. 
it Cj is not a maximum. tlv»» p. n
Two examples of the filter proces-: :m shown in r'lgme o In Figute f»a, two photons ate close
Figure 6 .  D iscretization Filter
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enough together to be assigned the same pixel number. In Figure 6b, two photons arc resolved 
spatially over a span of three pixels.
Another improvement that should be included in the real-time software is “fast access.“ The 
camera head actually contains 1024 photodiodes, but only 700 of them are intensified. At 
present, all 1024 diodes are being read. Hie ST-120 controller may be programmed to discard 
data from unused diodes, thereby speeding up the scanning process and reducing the volume of 
data to be processed. Faster scanning will improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Post-processing must include data smoothing, calibration of the data to concentration and 
distance scales, differentiation, and numerical integration. Filtering, calibration and differentiation 
arc performed by the supplied post-processing package using polynomial curves and the Savitzky 
- Oolay method |3 |; however, this software will require modification to be compatible with the 
new real-time package. The required integral may be computed using Rnmlierg integration 
software previously developed for photoreflectance calculations.
RESULTS
Figure 7 shows the sum of 670 filtered scans taken of a step profile of antimony on 
germanium( I l l )  before and after diffusion 111. As seen previously, SHG intensity decreases with 
antimony coverage. The d’^inct notch on the right indicates a small scratch inscribed on the 
sample for alignment purposes. Otheiwise. vaiiati»»n »»n tin* tight half *4 the |*n4i|r <tne to 
inhomogeneitv of the laser beam •.:»»»« : » *|mm- *4 the la :n intrnatv < an was
taken to illuminate the region abs.ut i. p .*!•’» imhIommI, t»* minimi ' ilv n* * d I• »t pn.itinn 





Figure 7 a  Diffusion profile
Figure 7 b  Diffusion profile
pvviiivvi
7 x 10° cm2/s at 400°C may be predicted. The feasibility of obtaining more detailed and precise 
results is clear.
CONCLUSION
Adequate algorithms have been developed to discriminate individual photons so as to build 
an SIIG profile from an indefinite number of laser bursts and to compute from such a profile, 
a concentration dependent diffusivity. Completion of this work is contingent on incorpoiatinn 
of these algorithms into a real-time software package compatible with the presently available 
equipment. The results will be improved and the system complexity reduced with the repair or 
replacement of the intensifier.
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* This is Phil’s matrix version.
* revised 3/27/90
* First of all, we need a file with the following stuff:
* layers: number of layers
* npts: number of data points
* scanw: scan width in eV
* offset: energy offset of abcissa in eV
* v: surface potential in volts
* nd:carrier concentration in per cc
* gam: broadening parameter in meV
*
f t * * * * * * # # *




real*8 SC ANW,Offset, V.ND,GAM
* calculated parameters:
ul*8 Emax,Estart,DeltaE.DELTAX,$cwdth
* variables and indicies:
integer L
REAL*8 OMEGA,DROR.R().R,E
COMPLEX* 16 RCMPLX,R0CMPX,EPS,NT1LD0,NTILDE.NTILDS.NTMF 
COMPLEX* 16 M(2,2)JBETA.MK(2.2),HOLD(2,2)
* constants (SI units except EG in eV):
* mu: effective mass of electron
* q: charge of proton
* Eg: band gap energy in eV 
real*8 pi,niu,Q,hbar,hbaieVtB,EG,c 















square! x) = dble!x)*dble!x)+dimag!x)*dimag!x)
* Get Job File:
call getargl 1 .filename) 
i = index(filename/ ’) - I 
ftlein = filename! :i) // *.daf 
fileout= filename!:i) // ’.out'
OPEN !UNIT= 15,FILE=filein) 
open !unit=l8,ftle=fileout) 
pass = !)
* Next Job 
100 continue
read! 15,*,end=900)filename 
i = index!filename.' *) - I 
filepm = filename!:i) // .pm’ 
filelog = filename!:i) // Mog’
OPEN ! UN1T= l6 ,FILE=filepm) 
open !unit=14.file=;filelog) 
pass = pass + I
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Get Parameters
* scanw is the hand width of the spectrum
* scwdth is the assumed thickness of each "thin layer"
* Emax is the magnitude of the electric field at the crystal suface
* Estart is the lower band edge of the spectrum
* deltaE is the resolution of the spectrum
* offset is the distance between the center of the spectrum and Eg
READ! 15.*) LAYERS,NPTS.SCANW,OFFSET,V,ND,GAM 
EM AX=DSQRT( .002872D0* ND* V )
* scwdth in metres, v in voi s. nd in /cc. emax in voits/metre 
SCWDTH=DSQRT< 1392.55DO*V/ND)
ESTART=EG-SC ANW/2+O ITS n r




D E L T A X = S C W D T H / I  \  M  l *,
END1F








E=EMAX*( I DO-dble(K )/tl'»!e(layers))
NT1 LDE=CDSQP,T( EPS! E.OMEGA.GAM))





DO 5 K=LAYERS-2,0 .-l
compute matrix, MK. for next layer 
E=EMAX*( 1 D()-dhle( K )/dble(layers))
NTI LDE=CDSQRT( EPS( E.OMEGA.GAM))
BETA -OMF.GA/c* NTI LDE* DELIA X 
MK< 1,1 >=CDCOS< BETA)
MK( 1.2)=itime.s(CDSIN(BETA))/NTILDE 
MK( 2 .1 )=MK( 1.2 )* NTI I ,I>E* NTILDF. 
MK(2.2)=MK(I.I)
M = MK*M
HOLDO.I )=MK( 1.1 )*M< 1,1 )+MK( l.2»*M(2.1) 
HOLD( 1,2)=MK< I. I )*M( 1.2)+MK( 1.2 )*M<2.2) 
HOLD(2,l )=MK(2.I >*M< 1.1 )+MK(2.2)*M(2.l) 
HOLD)2,2>=MK( 2.1 )*M< 1.2 )+MK( 2.2 )*M( 2,2)





NTILDO=DCMPLX( 1 DO.ODO) 
NTILDS=CDSQRT(EPS(OD().OMEG A.G AM)) 
IF(LAYERS.EQ.O)THEN 
uniform field
NTMF=CDSQRT( EPS< EMAX.OMEG A.GAM)) 
RCMPLX=(NTILDO-NTMF)/(NTILDO+NTME) 
ELSE
RCMPLX=((M( l.l i+NTti t>s*Mi I ' d i Mi i i i i r r n  
M(2.2)))/
IlMl l.l (+NTU.DN 'Mi I • d i . Mi ' i 11 u  11| | . . k i, • ■ 
ENDIF
P = ;i|iinit'l r rm p h )
RBCMPXstNTILIMl-NTH I'M n u n  niiiMTll i *■;, 
RO=si|Uiire(ROCMP,\>
DROR=(R-RO)/R()
WRITE! 16.88) OMEGAGIHAREV.DRoR 
format! Ix.2(gl5.6e2))88
WRITE(I8.8 ) L.NPTS.pass 
WR1TE(14.8) L.NPTS.pass










* This will he Phil's fourth version.
* revised 9/7/89, 10/2/89, 5/9/90
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* First of all, we need a file with the following stuff:
* layers: nominal number of layers
* npts: number of data points
* scanw: scan w?dth in eV
* offset: energy offset of abcissa in eV
* v: surface potential in volts
* nd.carrier concentration in per cc
* gam: broadening parameter in meV
*
************************












* constants (SI units except EG in eV):
* mu: effective mass of electron
* q: charge of proton
* Eg: band gap energy in eV 
real*8 pi,mu,Q,hbar,hbareV,B,EG,c 







7 c=2.w 7925D8t 
parameter tntildO = < ID0.01X*m
* integration:








* single line functions'
complex* 16 itimcs,x 
real*8 square
itimes(x) = dcmplx!-dimag! x),dble!x)) 
square! x ) = dhle( x )*dble! x )+dimag( x )*dimag! x )
* PROCEDURE:
call gctarg! I,filename) 
i = index!filename,1 ’) - I 
filein = filename! :i) // \d a t’ 
fileout= filename!:i) // ’.out*
OPEN !UNIT=l5,FILE=fileiiu 
open (unit= 18,file=fileout) 
pass s  0 
l(K) continue
read! 15,* ,ends900filename 
i = index!filename/ ’) - I 
filepm = filename!:i) // .pm’ 
filelog ■ filename(:i) // ‘.log*
OPEN (UNITs 19,FILE»fllepm) 
open (units 14,file=filelog) 
pass £ pass + I
* Read a set of parameters and compute boundries:
READ! 15,*) LAYERS,NPTS,SCANW,OFFSET,V,ND,GAM
* Emax in voltsAnetre, scwdth in metres
EMAXsDSQRT( .002872D0* ND* V)
SCWDTHsDSQRT! 1392.55DO* V/ND)
e s t a r t s e g -s c a n w /2+o f f s  rrr
DELTA EsSC A N W/NPTS
* Scan spectrum from Estart to I ; i m v
DO 3 LsO.NPTS 
INTEO=DCMPLX i opn ot »n>
OMEOAs!ESTARTfMUl ! I \i i i m \ n  \ 




NTMFsSQRT! EPS! EMAX /  'MEGA,(SAM))
F. CMPLX=( NTILDO-NTMF)/(NT! LDO+NTM F)
ELSE
* integrate with respect to X (spncial coordinate)
* limits of integration: -SCWDTH to 0
* Electric field varies from: 0 to EMAX
C2345678901234567890123436789OI23456789012345678901234567890123456789012 
integ=itimes(kcap)*kcap*Romberg(-scwdth.0d(),layers/32,depth)








WRITE! 19,88) OMEGA*HBAREV,DROR 
88 format! lx ,2(g 15.6e2))
WR!TE( 18,8) L,NPTS,puss 
WRITE( 14,8) L.NPTS.pass
8 FORMAT!’ integral’,2X.I3,2 . X . O F ’ . 2 X . L V  Pass M 2 )
3 CONTINUE
CLOSE(UNIT=l6 ) 





* * * * * * * *
* Litegrand *
********
function grand! x) 
complex* 16 grand 
real*8 x
complex* 16 epss,eps0,kcap.eps 
real *8 e, omega, gam,emax. sc wdth
common /funprms/ epsO,nmerM.i.»;.m.l.cap.rmaN.^ \'*lih 
external eps 
complex* 16 itimes.z
itintestz) = dcmplM * * - **»••« »»
* procedure:
E ® E M A X * f  I D 0 + x / S <  AVI »t i  1 >
EPSSsEPSt E.OMEf* A /  i \ M • 




* *  4>4) * *  4>4> * *  * *  ♦ ♦  * *  * *  4>4* ♦ ♦ 4>4»
* ** complex dielectric constant ** *
* ♦ *4* 4*4> 4»* 4*4* 4r4* 4>4> 4»4» 4*4> 4»4» 4*4 ++  4*4»
* Measured values at zero field* 
BLOCK DATA ABSDAT
double precision DN(2I),T’K<21 > 
COMMON /NK/ DN,DK





4 4» ♦ 4» 4» 4» 4» 4» ♦  * 4« 4» 4» 4» 4« * 4» *  * 4» ♦ 4» 4« * 4* 4» ♦ 4* 4* * * 4* *
* -  Field Dependent -  *
* complex dielectric constant *
4r4 '4 '4^4 '4 '4 '4 '4 '**4 '4 '4 '4^4 '4 ' + 4'4’4 t4^4 '4 '*4 '4<***
FUNCTION EPS(E,OMEOA,G AM)
INTEOER LOC
double precision E,THETA,F,G,DN(2h.DK(2l >,EPSI,
I EPS2,OMEGAG,OMEGA,DN I ,I>K I ,ENERUY.X0,UAM,GAM I 
COMPLEX* 16 EPS,ETA,All,AIPI,B!I.BIPI,H,Wronskian 
double precision mug 
COMMON /NK/ DN,DK
* constants (SI units except EG in eV):
* mu; effective mass of electron
* q: charge of proton
* Eg: band gap energy in eV 
real*8 pi,mu,Q,hbarJiboreV,B,EG,c 




4 HBAR« | .03459D-34,




parameter (sqrt3»l.7320*n?;n i i»„|Oi









square* x) = dble*x)*dble(x)+dimag*x)*dirnag*x)




IF(DABS(E).LT.2.5D3)GO TO -41 
xo=(OMEg a g -o m e g a ^ ih f; ia  
GAM I =GAM/( 1000*11B AR E V *TH ET A )
ETA=DCMPLX*XP,GAMI) 
ir*DIMAG*ETA).GT.2.6D())C»0 TO 41




A ip I = Aip(eta)
Bipl = Bip(etu)
Wronskian = Ail*Bipl * Aipl*Bil 
error = abs(pi - I /Wronskian )/pi 
C if (error.gt.ld-8 ) then
C write* 14,66)eta.error
66 format*lx,’Airy arg: Y *\g l5 .6e2 .\\gL V 6e2,')\
I ’ error: \gl5.6e2)
C endif
magsabs(eta) 
sap « aipl*aipI 
saH * eta*ail*ail 
abp = aipl *bipl 
ab8 = eta*ail*bil
1st = dcmplx*-dsqrt(*-xO+mag)/2dO).dsqrt(*xO+mag)/2(IO))
H a  pi**sap-sa8+itimes*abp-ab,X>)+lst
* H=P1*(AIPI*AIPI-ETA*AI I * AH -fitimest AH'I *B!PI ! T A* Aft HI 1 »
* IDCMPLXt-DSQRT((-X04-m;*r > M *n*.l \ n , ,n:»r > 't
P:=db1et H >
0 = 0 1  MAt  MM)
4 1 ENERGY-<)MEGA Gilt A I* t
* interpolation from table;
LOC==D!NTtENERGY*inn i -o
DNI =DN(LOC)+*ENERGY 1 ion t .:♦» I n< V < I >N»u n 4- h-1>N<L< n >> 
DKI =*DK(LOC>+*ENERGY + M>n I .:■> I f x A ■ f I >K(Ij  m * f I >-1 )Kt L*)C))) 
I 2.997925D 13/*2*OMEOA>
EPS I =DN I *DN I -DK1 *DK I 
EPS2=2*DNI*DK1




*4t * + * * % 4 i * 4 > * 4 > 4 > * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 > *
* Airy functions:




complex* 16 sumf,sumg.AI 10,ncw Ai 
external sumf,suing,AHO.newAi 
if (abs(z).gt.6.4) then 
if (dble(z).gt.OdO) then 
Ai = AII(Xz) 
else
Ai = newAi(z) 
endif 
else






complex* 16 sumf,sumg,BHO.newBi 
external sumf,sumg,BIl(),newBi 
rcal*8 sqrt3
parameter (sqrt3= 1.73205080 75688772 93527446 dO) 
if (abs(z).gt.6.4) then 
if (dble(z).gt.OdO) then 
Bi = BII0(z) 
else
Bi = newBi(z) 
endif 
else






complex* 16 sumfp.sumgp.AIP10 .new Aip 
external sumfp.sumgp.AIP 10,ne w A ip 
if (abs(z).gt.6.4) then 
if (dble(z).gt.OdO) then 
Aip = AIP10(z) 
else
Aip * newAip(z) 
endif 
else






complex* 16 sumfp.sumgp.BIP I O.newBip 
external sutnfp,sunigp 
real*K sqrt3
parameter (sqii3=1.73205080 75688772 93527446 dO) 
if (abs(z).gt.6.4) then 
if (dble(z).gt.OdO) then 
Btp a  BVPICKz) 
else
Bip * newBip(z) 
endif 
else





complex* 16 sumf.z 
complex * 16 z3 ,tcmp 
integer k
Cl a  3**(-2/3)/Gainma(2/3) 
complex*16 Cl
parameter (Cl = (.35502 HO'* tv. v'v.t * M n n o . i o n
2E 3?^7 7^
ternp = CI 
sumf = Cl 
do 1(K) k= 1,40
temp a  temp*z3*dble(3*k 2)/dMrt t*l: ' o n ;  I )*(3*1. 2 
sumf * sumf + temp 
if (abs(sumf).gt.ld-37) then
if (abs(teinp)/abs(sumf).It.5d-l5) then 
go to 20() 
endif 
endif








* C2 = 3**(-1/3 )/Gamma( l/3 )
real*8 C2




do 100 k= 1,40
temp = temp*z3*dble(3*k-l)/dble(3*k*(3*k-l)*(3*k+I)) 
sumg = sumg + temp 
if (ahs(sumg).gt.Id-37) then 
if (abs(temp)/abs(sumg).lt.5d-l5) then 








complex* 16 sumfp,z 
complex * 16 z3 ,temp 
integer k
* Cl = 3* *(-2/3 )/Gamma( 2/3)
complex*16 Cl
parameter (Cl = (.35502 K0 " ti: :: "i ; I»o o iu m i,
7.3 = 7*7*7 
temp ~ ( f ’l/2)*7*7 
mndp = temp 
dn MMt k = 1.40
temp = tenip*z3*dble(3*M1 (5*V. ’e'k * I 1*1
sumfp = sumfp + temp 
if (abs(sumfjp).gt.ld-37) then
if (abs(temp)/abs(sumfip).lt.5d-15) then 








complex* 16 sumgp,z 
complex * 16 z3 ,temp 
integer k
* C2 = 3**(-l/3)/Gamma(i/3)
real*8 C2




do 100 k=l ,40
temp = temp*z3*dble(3*k-l )/dblc( 3*k*(3*k-1 )*(3*k-2)) 
sumgp = sumgp + temp 
if (abs(sumgp).gt.Id-37) then
if (abs( temp )/abs( sumgp).It. 5d-15) then 







* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Asymptotic expansions: *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function newAi(z) 
complex* 16 newAi,z 
complex* 16 AiOO.AiOl 
external AiOO.AiOl 
if (dble(z).ge.OdO) then 
newAi = AiOO(z) 
else





complex* 16 newBi.z 
complex* 16 Bi01,BH)2 
external BiO 1 ,Bi02 
if (dble(z).ge.(klO) then 
newBi = Bi02(z) 
else





complex* 16 newAip,z 
complex* 16 AipO.AipI 
external AipO,Aipl 
if (dble(z).ge.OdO) then 
new A ip = AipO(z) 
else





complex* 16 newBip.z 
complex* 16 Bipl,Bip2 
external Bipl.Bip2 
if (dble(z).ge.OdO) tl.en 
ncwBip = Bip2(z) 
else




* first expansion: 
function AiOO(z) 
complex* 16 AiOO.z.xi.sqrtr 
»eal*8 sqrt4pi,t wot birds
parameter! sqrt4pi = V54t'*n ' *oj i \n\ n ; j ,»* u \











complex* 16 xi,sqtlz.theta,P,Q 
real*8 sqrtpi.fourthpi,twothirds 
parameter* fourthpi = 0.78539 81633 9744‘» 309600) 
panunetcr(sqrtpi = 1.77245 38509 05516 02729 816700) 
parameter(t wot birds = 0.66666 66666 66666 66667 dO) 
sqrtz = cdsqrt(-z) 
xi = twothirds*sqrtz*sqrtz*sqrtz 
call sumPQ(P,Q,xi) 
theta = xi + fourthpi
write(*,*) ’P=\dble(P)/ Q=\dble(Q),’ theta = \dble( theta) 





complex* 16 Bi00,z,xi,sqrtz 
teal*8 sqrtpi.twothirds
parametertsqrtpi = 1.77245 3850<> 05516 02729 816700)
parameterttwothirds = 0.66666 66666 66666 66667 dO)
complex* 16 sumR
external suniR
sqrtz a  cdsqrt(z)
xi = twothirds*sqrtz*sqrtz*sqrtz





complex* 16 BiOI,z 
complex* 16 xi,sqrtz,thetaJP,Q 
reol*8 sqrtpi,fourthpi,twothir<K 
parameter* fourthpi = 0 7853’> * 0744:;
parameter* sqrtpi » I 7724^ » > - . n —
parameter* tNvothird'* ~ i , , m >
sqitz “ <dsqrt( - t ) 
xi = t\vnthiids*sqrtz*sqrt7 * jqtt 
call sumPQtP.y.xi) 
theta = xi + fourthpi
write!* *) P=’.dble(P),' t|,cli, = ’.dbleitheta)





complex* 16 Bi02,z 
complex* 16 xifsqrtz,theta,P,Q 
real*8 rtha!fpi,fourthpi,twothirds.halfln2 
complex* 16 right60jeft60,right30,le630 
paraineter(httlfln2 x 0.34657 35902 79972 65471(10) 
parumeter(fourthpi * 0.78539 81633 97448 3096d0) 
parameter(rthftlfpi « )
parameter! twothirds = 0.66666 66666 66666 66667 dO) 
right60 = exp(-i*(pi/3))
= 1/2 - i*sqrt(3)/2
parameter(right60=(0.5d0,-0.86602 54037 84438 6468d0)) 
p«rametcr(left60 =!<).5d0,+0.86602 54037 84438 6468d0)) 
right30 = sqrt(2/pi)*exp(-i*(pi/6))
* sqrt(3/(2pi)) - i*sqr»( l/f2plM 
parameter! right 30=) 
parame(cr(left30 =) 
rthalfpi « dsqrt(2*fourthpi)
right30=dcmplx(dsqrt(.375d()/fourthpi ),-dsqrt(. 125dO/fourthpi» 
Ie030 =dcmplx(dsqrt(.375dO/fourthpi),*fdsqrt(.125dO/fourthpi)) 
if (dimag(z).gt.OdO) then 
sqrtz « cdsqrt(z*rtght60) 
xi as twothirds*sqrtz*sqrtz*sqrtz 
theta as xi + dcmpLx(fourthpi.-halfln2) 
call sumPQ!P,Q,xi)
write!*,*) ’Pss’.dbkKP)/ Q=\dble!Q), theta * \dble!thetn) 
Bi02 a* (edsin! theta )*P - cdcos<theta)*Q)*right30 
I /(rthaJfpi*cdsqrt( sqrtz))
else
sqrtz s  cdsqit(z*left60) 
xi *  twothirds*sqrtz*sqrtz*sqrtz 
theta * xi + dcmplx(fourthpi.hnlfln2) 
call sumPQ(P,Q,xi)
write!*,*) Tss\dble(P),‘ Q =\dhM o>,‘ theta -- ‘/IM ruhrun 









parameter* sqrt4pi a  3.54490 770I8 1I032 05459 63300)










complex* 16 Aipl.z 
complex* 16 xi.sqrtz.theta.P.Q 
real*8 sijtipi,fouHhpi,twothiids 
parameterfourthpi a  0.78539 81633 97448 309600) 
parametersqrtpi « 1.77245 38509 05516 02729 816700) 
parameter* twothirds * 0.66666 66666 66666 66667 00) 
sqrtz a  edsqrt(-z) 
xi a  twothirds*sqitz*sqrtz*xqrtz 
call sumPQp(P.Q,xi) 
theta a  xi + fourthpi
write**,*) 'P*\dble(Ph ' Q»\dhle*Q)/ theta * \dble(theta) 




complex* 16 BipO,z,xi,sqrtz 
real*8 sqrtpi,twothirds
parameter* sqrtpi * 1.77245 38509 05516 02729 8i67d0)




xi = t wot hirds* sqrtz* sqrtz* sqrtz






complex* 16 xi.sqrtz,theta,t\f 
real*8 sqrtpi.fourthpi.twnthiid 
parameter*fourthpi a 0.78539 81 oh 97448 tn'tinlO) 
parameter*sqrtpi = 1.77245 38509 05516 02729 816700)




theta = xi + fouithpi
write!*,*) ‘P=\dble(P),’ Q=\dble(Q),' theta = \dble!theta) 





complex* 16 Bip2,z 
complex'*'16 xi,sqrtz,theta,P,Q 
real*8 rthaJfpi.fourthpi,twothirds,hnlfln2 
complex* 16 right60,left60,right30Jeft30 
parameter!Iwlfln2 = 0.34657 35902 79972 65471 dO) 
parameter!fourthpi = 0.78539 81633 97448 3096d<>) 
parameter! rthalfpi = )
parameter!twotlurds = 0.66666 66666 66666 66667 dO) 
tighthO = cxp{d*tpi/3))
* 1/2 - i*sqrtt3)/2
parametertright60*(0.5d0,-0.86602 54037 84438 6468d0)) 
parameter!Ieft60 =!().5d0,+0.86602 54037 84438 6468d0)) 
right 30 = sqrt{2/pi)*exp(-i*!pi/6 ))
= sqrt!3/(2pi)) - i*sqrt( l/(2pi)) 
parameter! right 30=) 
parameter! Ieft30 =) 
rthaJfpi = dsqrt{2*fourthpi)
right30=dcmplx(dsqrt( .375dO/fourthpi ),-dsqti!. 125dO/fourthpi)) 
Ieft30 =dcmplx(dsqrt(.375d()/fourthpi ),+dsqrt(. 125dO/fourthpi)) 
if !dimog(z).gt.OdO) then 
sqrtz = cdsqrt!z*right60) 
xi = twothirds*sqrtz*sqrtz*sqrtz 
theta = xi + dcmplx{fourthpi.half1n2 ) 
call sumPQp!P,Q,xi)
write!* .*) *P=\dble!P).’ Q =\dhle(0 ).' theta = ‘.dhlnthctai 
Bip2 = (edeos!theta)*P 4 < d dn<tlv’t;n4f V  Irh tit 
I *edsqrt( sqrtz )/rthalfi'»
else
S«|t1z ■ cdsqm /4|rftMt»
xi ~ fwMtliitds ‘ sqttr ' :rp»
theta = xi 4 dcmplxthnnthpU»:iMiM' *
call sumPQptP.Q.xit
write!*.*) 'P=s\dhle(Pt,‘ f .<H»l* f r1 *. tlvia dH*•nlu-tat 
Bip2 = (edeos!theta)*P + «<1 sini theta )*<.M*right30 




* series for first expansion:
function sumR(xi) 




* initialize for first two terms:
surnR = (Id0,(kl0 ) 
i at = I5d0/2l6d0 
pwr = xi 
do 100 t=2.40
* add term to sum:
term = rat/pwr
* w rite(* ,* rR = \db le(sum R term *  \dble( term) 
sumR -  sumR + term
* check relative error:
if (cdabs(sumR).gt.Id-37) then 
error = cdabs(term)/cdabs(sumR) 
if (error .It. Id-15) then 
go to 3(H) 
endif 
endit
* calc stuff for next term:
pwr = pwr*xi*i 










* initialize f»»r first t w o  tf-mr
rat = 740/7 2* in 
pw» ~ xi
sumRp -  ( UHUMO) 
do 100 i=2,40
* add tenn to sum:
term = rat/pwr
* write( * *) 'Rp= ’ ,dblc( sumR p ), ‘ tenn= * ,dble(term) 
suniRp = sumRp + term
* check relative error:
if (cdabs(sumRp).gt.Id-37) then 
error = cdabs(tenn)/cdabs( sumRp) 
if (error It. Id-15) then 
go to 50() 
endif 
endif
* calc stuff for next term:
pwr = pwr*xi*i
rat s  -(6*i4d)*c(i)/(6*i-l)












* initialize for first two terms:
p x (ldO'OdO) 
pwr = -xi
q = -15d0/(pwr*216d0) 
eventerm » .true, 
do 100 i=2,40
* calc stuff for next terin:
pwr = pwr*xi*i
rat = c(i)
* add tenn to sum:
tenn = rat/pwr 
if (eventenn) then
* Write(*.*)T=\dble(Pl.‘ 0 »m-'.rlMrffrtmi 
p = p + tenn
else
* writet .dhlrM**. (■ tmi
q = q 4- tenn
pwr = -pwr 
endif
* check relative error:
modulus = dminl(cdabs(p).cdahs(qn
if (modulus.gt.ld-37) then 
error = cdabs(term)/modulus 
if (error .It. Id-15) then 
go to 300 
endif 
end if







complex* 16 p,q,xi 
logical eventerm 




* initialize for first two terms:
p = < Id0,0d0) 
pwr = -xi
q = 7dO/(pwr*72dO) 
eventerm = .true, 
do 1(H) i=2,40
* calc stuff for next term:
pwr = pwr*xi*i
rat = -dble(6*i+l)*c(i)/dble(0*i-l)
* add temi to sum:
term » dcmplx(rat)/pwr 
if (eventerm) then
* write(* *)Ts^dble(P),, tenn=\dblc(term) 
p = p + temi
else
* write(*,*)‘Q=\dbIe(Q),‘ trmv=\dble(tenn) 
q = q + temi
pwr = -pwr 
end it
+ c h e c k  r e l a t i v e  r u n r
modulo : ™ dminlo dak:fp* I *•' i<|i> 
it (modulus.gt. Id-37) thro
enor ■= edabs(tcnu)/nv»>|Mtn 
if (error .It. Id-15) thru 
go to 300 
endif
endif





* product of 2k integers begining with n, every other integer
* divided by 2l6**k
fu n d  ion c(k)  
re ill * 8  c,num .den  
integer k.fac
mini = db!e«2*k+l)*(2*k+3)) 
den = 2l6d0
do 2(H) fac=2*k+5.6*k-l.4 
nuni * num*dble((fac+2)*fac) 
den = den*2l6 
2(H) continue 















S UMC=DCMPLX( I DO.OdO)
SUMS=( .5/XI )*(5D0/3(k!0)
DO 50 K=l .30
TEMPC»M )**K*GAMM \t  " r  « l '4 »n»-' <; \MM \« ’11; i vnun
I ( F A C T ( 2 * K ) * ( 2 n o »  \ l > -  - . ! !*.« i *1 »-‘i
T l 'M P S ^ T F M P '  *< '* I i . « . i « o . . r  I i | . ‘
i ,:r >n ♦ x i »
S U M ( > S U M ( ; + T E M P '
S H M S - S U M S + T P N f P ' .
IFrABSiTEMPCTSUMr d  I I D  i n  i n  -!
50 CONTINUE


















S U MS=(. 5/X1)*(-7 D( )/36)
DO 70 K=l ,30
TEMPC=(-l)**K*GAMMA<2*K-l/6D0)*GAMMA(2*K+7/6D0)/ 
I <FACT(2*K)*(2*XI)*T2*K)*FT6(-1 )*FT6(7))













COMPLEX* 16 ZLXLZ.TEMPf M ?MPN .SUM* 
REAL*8 GAMMA,FACT.ri.1 f -  
PARAMETER (PI-VI 4 |v»  ’»*' ■ 
!F(dble<7AGT0d0>TUFN
n iM j.ni m
XI=2*Z**I..V*




































TEMPS=TEMPC*( 2* K -1 /6D0 )*( 2* K -»7/6D0)/((2 * K+1 )*
I 2*XI)
S11 MC=S U MC+TEM PC 
SUMS=SUMS+TEMPS 
IF<ABS<TEMPC/SUMOn ID 7 k ;o  i f » <;i 
80 CONTINUE
SI m PH M CD CO SlM -PI./-I *'■ * >M‘ • » I * . | m, | i f  | i ", h m '’ i
I / l r S O R T lP I» * 7 . l  1 ‘ , "
E N D IF
R E T U R N
E N D
FUNCTION SUM2(AI.A2..\ > 
INTEGER K
COMPLEX* 16 TEMP,SUM2,X 
REAL*8 OA12,GAMMA,FACT.AI ,A2 



















I I d()/( 288 DO* Y * Y)-139il0/( 5 1840D0* Y * *3 )-571 tfO/( 2488320D0* Y * *4))
ELSE
W=3D0*X





OO TO 500 
ENDIF
0  AMMA»G AMM A*FT3( NI NT( DMOD( 3 *X,3 DO)) )/3 DO* *COl1 NT
EI-SE
W»6D0*X
600 I F( (W -6 ).OT.i >D0 )TU EN
W-sW-ODO
GAMMA=GAMMA'\v 
COUNTsCOUNT • « 
r»(> TM 6(M»
ENDIF









PARAMETER (P I-3 .14139263338979DO)
FACT=IDO 
IF(N.LE.3)THEN 





FACT=DSQRT( 2DO*PI*N I )*N I **N I *EXP( -N l)*( ID0+1 ,IO/< 12DO*N I
1 I.I0/1288DO*NI *NI )-139,10/(31840D0*NI **3)-





















FT6=I. 12881291 IDO 
ELSE IF(N.EQ.-1 (THEN 
FT0=-6.772S77‘1»'M >0 
ELSE





* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* Romberg integration: *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
function Romberg(from.to,divisions,depth) 





common /ftinguide/ a,b,h,n 










* double the number of divisions for each i
tsave(O)stlHO) 





* higher order correction:
do 100 J*i-1,0,-1 
pwr « 4**(i-j)
tsave(j)s(dble(pwr)*tsavf( i+l ) .  tsave(j))/dble(pwr-l) 
100 continue
* check precision:
if (abs(tsave(0)).gt. Id-37) then 
error = abs(tsave(0)-tsu ve( I M/ubsttsavetOn 
if (error .It. Id-8) then 
go to 300 
endif 
else








* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 ' 4 , t ,4,
* Intermediate sum for Romberg table 






common /funguide/ a.bji.n 
complex* 16 grand 
external grand
* procedure
if (k.lt.l) then 
tO = (grand(a)+grand(b))/2
do 100 i= l,n -l
tO = tO + grand(u+i*h>
100 continue
tO a  tO*h 
else
tOagrnnd(a+h) 








* * * ♦ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , , , * *
* Filter,for Is a discetizing filter for use with the Princeton Instruments *
* data acquisition system. This program reads an ascii format file and *
* produces an ASCII format file containing the filtered sum of the *
* input profiles. *
program main 
real x,y
integer i, j,k,1 ,m,pix ,cnt*7 ),p,x 
integer Delta,acc* 7),out* 7) 
integer sum( 1025),tot 
parameter* Delta = 100) 
character*63 filein.fileout
write**,*)'Enter input file name: 
read**,IO)filein
write**,* )’Enter outputfile name: ‘ 
read**,10)ftleout
10 fonnat*a63)
open* unit* 12Tile=filein,err=990) 
open* un its 13,file=fileout,err=990)
C Clear Acc. Array 




C Prune the cues:
90 continue
read* 12 ,*,end»900) x,y 
pix as int*x) 
i as mod*pix,7Hl 
j »  mod* pix 4*6,7 H i 
k = mod*pixf5,7Hl 
I s  mod*pix4-1,7 HI
m = mod*pix 43.7)4 I 
n = mod*pix4-1,7H I 
cnt*i) = intfy>-643 
acc* i 1=0 
out* I )=0
I




C Setup cue pointers: 
i = m od(pixJ)+l 
j = mod(pix+6J ) + l  
k s  mod(pix+5,7)+l 
I = modipix+4,7)+l 
m = mod(pix+3,7)+l 
n » niod(pix+l,7)+l
C subtract baseline: 
cnt(i) = int(y)-643 
ifipix.lt. 150.or.pix.gt,900)thcn




C calculate filtered output 
accii)=acc{ j)+cnt(i)
ificntt k ).lt .cnt(l ).and.cnti I hgt.cutt m ))then 





C Write result to disk (3 pixel delay) 
px=pix-3 




sum(px) * sum(px)+out(l) 
if (ptx.cq. I ) then 
w rite iV fS can  \tot 




ifipx.le. 1025 when 
l~ntod( p.x .7 )4-1 
sumipx) = sum{px)+ouMl>
go to 900 
endif







990 write!* * ) 'File open error/ 
close! 12) 
close! 13) 
stop
end
3
